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VIRTUALLY SCARLESS SURGERY

The Senhance System features the smallest  
instruments available on any robotic MIS platform – 
just 3mm in diameter – which allow for a virtually  
scarless approach.1

Senhance: Enhancing the  
Senses of Your Surgeon

How Does Senhance Help  
My Surgeon?
Your surgeon controls small surgical instruments 
aided by a realistic sense of touch communicated 
through sensors to the surgeon’s hands during 
surgery.2 A small camera, introduced through the 
navel, is directed by tracking your surgeon’s eye 
movements on a 3DHD display. Three dimensional 
visualization helps surgeons complete their surgical 
tasks with a high level of precision and accuracy to 
enhance the patient experience.

What is Recovery Like?
Patients should discuss their recovery plan with their 
surgeon and physician, based on their 
condition 
and surgical 
procedure. 
Through the 
use of smaller  
instruments, 
patients may  
be more  
comfortable 
after their  
procedure.3

Which Procedures Might My  
Surgeon Perform Robotically?
Your surgeon could recommend robotic-assisted  
minimally invasive surgery for a variety of gynecological  
conditions  
including: 
pelvic pain,  
endometriosis, 
uterine fibroids, 
abnormal uterine 
bleeding,  
hysterectomy, 
ovarian cysts, 
bilateral  
salpingectomy, 
specialized  
cases, and more.

What is Robotic-Assisted  
Minimally Invasive Surgery
The goal of robotic-assisted surgery is to support 
the surgeon with state-of-the-art tools that enhance 
precision and control, while minimizing incisions and 
recovery time. 

The Senhance System features robotic-assisted 
technology to improve the surgical experience for 
patients and surgeons. The system uses innovative 
technologies and tools to enhance robotic minimally 
invasive surgery (MIS).  

The Senhance System is used in a wide variety of 
procedures in Gynecology and is the latest  
robotic-assisted surgical approach in minimally  
invasive surgery.

With the benefits of robotic precision and control, 
the Senhance System enables your surgical team to 
always remain by your side.

Smallest Instruments in Robotic- 
Assisted Minimally Invasive Surgery
These Instruments enable the surgeon to make 
smaller incisions, which can enhance patient comfort, 
cosmesis, and minimize pain during recovery.
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The Senhance System provides your surgeon with 
first-of-its-kind innovations in robotic-assisted  
technology: 

Sense of Touch  
with haptic feedback technology
Sense of Vision  
with surgeon eye-tracking camera control
Sense of Control  
with robotic precision
Sense of Focus  
with a comfortable surgeon experience
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